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REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

             THE   HANSARD 

TUESDAY, 25TH September 2018 

The House met at 2.30 p.m. 

{Hon Hussein Dakane (Temporary Speaker) in the chair} 

Motion and bills 

Hon. Gedi Adow: Thank you Mr. speaker I beg to move the following motion that, 

acknowledging that the provisions of Article 54(1) of the Constitution of Kenya, 2010 guarantees 

that any person with disability is entitled to access educational institutions and facilities that are 

integrated into society to the extent compatible with the interests of the person and to access 

materials and devices to overcome constraints arising from the person’s disability. 

 Noting that persons living with disabilities are estimated to be about 10% of any given 

population and that the county Government of Garissa has not conducted a need assessment 

survey for persons living with disability in the County in order to establish a data bank of the 

categories of disability in terms of visual, mobility, speech, cognitive and auditory type since 

access to various health, educational, psychosocial and livelihood services among the majority of 

the PWDs was a major Challenge in the county contrary to the UN Convention on the rights of 

persons with disabilities.    

Owing to lack of accurate data on persons living with disabilities, the government cannot plan 

properly for this category of people, hence impeding the gains of persons with disabilities in the 

implementation of the Constitution of Kenya 2010. 
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 Now therefore, this motion compels the County executive to profile and assess the needs of 

persons living with disability in the County in relation to access to Health, Education, 

Livelihood, Social Development and Empowerment in order to establish a specific need for each 

category of disability. Thank you. 

Hon. Ali: Mr. speaker sir I stand to second. 

Hon. Speaker: Fair enough Hon. Gedi, before we continue I would like to tell our new member 

in case you are wondering why is everybody a speaker we have something called speakers panel 

after the speaker and the deputy am number three so you have to know that am also a speaker 

and not a small man so hon. Gedi the motion he moved before anybody contribute I think me and 

you and the chairlady for gender if she is here there was mobility devices brought by the gender 

ministry and the funny thing is that why do we mainly need to  asses? The need to asses is that 

they purchase the one and the same device of mobility and persons living with disability are of 

different sizes they cannot be using the same chair Gedi is using, another person who is at a 

younger age who is disable definitely cannot use.  

I think we were in that meeting with the chairman for water, the floor is open, members can 

deliberate. 

Yes hon. Member chairman for water, then hon. Member for Saka, I think if you want to gather 

your information more prior…… ok hon member for Saka. 

Hon. Kassim Dakane: Thank you Mr. speaker for allowing me this afternoon to give my 

contribution on the motion……………. 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Hussein Liboi! Hon. Member for Saka chill a beat hon member can you 

resume your seat, clerk desk kindly approach the bench kindly standing order 100 give it to him 

and he reads to us because this is a  house of orders section 100 of the standing orders,  give it to 

the member for Liboi every member shall bow to the chair in passing to or from his or her seat to 

access the floor of county assembly,  so hon. Member you are a senior member and I have a 

tremendous respect for you so I think next time  change in that order 
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Hon. Kassim: Thank you Mr. speaker I would like to give my contributions to the debate before 

you. Mr. speaker this motion in fact, entails of an area which requires a lot of attention Mr. 

speaker you  are very well aware that this country has got a constitution which normally governs 

the people of this Nation in chapter 3 of the constitution of Kenya ARTICLE 5(4) (a) It 

automatically says a parson with any disability when you look at the county government act that 

is number 17 2012 there is a section which talks of delivery of the County Public Services and 

119 of that act says citizen service center when we talk of all this areas Mr. speaker what 

normally entail is that we very well know that Garissa County is a very large County when you 

look at the square kilometer Mr. speaker in this Assembly we very well know that this is apex 

House the highest House of the land that one way or the other we normally assume this parson 

with disability for example I represent a ward call Saka Ward in Saka Ward I know I can count 

them the number of people who are disable either children or old and there is no data collection 

in this County as I am speaking this afternoon which says that in Saka Ward for example we 

have this number of people with disability  in addition to that we have a united nation body 

which is called the UNICEF. UNICEF  which normally goes round all the wards of this County 

and they just support this children with nutritional services but the other services this children are 

lacking like gender disparity issues here educational institutions issues the schools they are 

undergoing they are not friendly so Mr. speaker I support this motion because the member who 

produced this motion is number one disable in this County honorable Gedi cannot run in case of 

any disaster he requires to be lifted up I remember a time we were in Nairobi for other trainings 

the lodge he was putting up Mr. speaker  by coincidence the power went off so we had  to use 

our calories to carry the member up to his bed he bear witness what happened that day 

 Mr. speaker the livelihood is life of every citizen in this Country psychologically educationally 

this services are being lacked in the entire wards of this County so my directives as the chair of 

legislatives I would like to tell the House in a full abundance  without any restrictions that a data 

analysis must be produced before this House and the committee that is concern with this 

authority should also enrich with us the information regarding to this disable parsons  who at all-

time remain to be our brother and sisters there down at the villages   
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Mr. speaker with those few many remarks I would like with your permission to put a lot of 

emphasis on this issues of disability we normally say when we come to English terminologies 

disability is not inability,  if somebody is disable he can perform like any other parson because 

the mental reasoning of that parson is always ok only that he is lacking some physical part of his 

body which are hampered by either a polio issue or an accident you cannot tell Mr. speaker 

disable people are Kenyan citizens they have every right like any other citizens    

Hon Hussein Borle: Because of marginalized groups, minority and persons with disabilities also 

article 31 of UN convention of rights of persons with disability, specifically on the issue of data 

as an aid, any planning of an intervention on persons with disability therefore I strongly support 

this motion presided by honorable Gedi it is actually timely even the example you have 

mentioned where wheelchairs were vouched  for persons with disability without actually making 

assessment it is known that,  if you just provide things to people without assessing their needs, 

you can even make them more disable for instance like the wheelchair that are used is actually 

18-inch-wide if you give maybe to a child small one like 12 or 14 inch the kid will sleep on sides 

and his back born will be affected so its  required that you have data which shows the 

measurement , the kind of disability , so that is why many disable group say talk of nothing about 

us without us what they mean is that we must involve  them. 

So by carrying out data knowing who has what disability what is their need, who has what 

education where can they fit in terms of employment and all this data can really aid development 

planning so for that reason therefore I strongly support this motion.  

Hon Hussein Dagane (temporary speaker): Member for Nanighi and then honorable chairlady 

for gender after that, I think the chairlady was also with us in that meeting where we spoke about 

the mobility sizes and honorable members I want you to support our brothers who are able 

differently because this are matters touching lives than dealing motions that are funny and we 

amend to compel and nothing it is going on. We stand with our brothers who are actually 

advocating for something to do with their own life so honorable member for Nanighi then the 

chair lady for gender  
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Hon Hassan Omar: Thank you Mr. speaker for giving me this opportunity, before I continue I 

really congratulate the honorable member Mr. Gedi who came with this motion 

 Mr. speaker if you come to the second page before the last paragraph saying that concerning that 

accurate data with the person living with disabilities. Mr. speaker I was in my ward last week I 

saw the county were giving out the wheelchairs, we have disability in our county that is 

confirmed and actually accurate data, leave about the wards where we are leaving in our Bulla I 

know some families living with more that 2-3 disabilities and those actually were most likely 

...sometimes if you try to visit those families you feel sorry for them. 

Mr. speaker we need this motion to be implemented urgently that is where we can get accurate 

data whereby we can know how many people we have in Garissa township and other wards.  

Mr. speaker as honorable Borle said when we are distributing those wheelchairs they need to 

look at the size, when I was in my ward I saw a very young girl was given a wheelchair to use, it 

was very hard sometimes the kind of wheelchair that they are giving, they need to look at the 

size it was very sad when I was in my ward last week. Actually I congratulate again for this 

motion but we need implementation of those motions coming to the assembly because most of 

the motions, most of the statement coming here are nowhere to be found so Mr. speaker we need 

implementation of the motion we are passing in this house thank you. 

Hon Fatuma Sanweine: Thank you Mr. speaker first I want to congratulate honorable. Gedi for 

bringing this beautiful motion we had a meeting at the gender office in your presence and the 

presence of Hon. Gedi, and we discussed about this issues. Mr. Speaker, it is true that there is no 

need assessment which has ever been done in this county. Mr. Speaker, even this time they have 

procured wheel chairs without doing the need assessment and as my colleague has just 

mentioned, some of the disabled people need more than a wheel chair. They need allot of things 

and there was another motion which was passed here on our offices not being disable friendly. 

Mr. Speaker, we talk to the department. We had a meeting with CEC and the chief officer, and 
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we Enlighted on this issues. We told them this is needed and they need to do need assessment 

and infect share with us. Mr. Speaker, this motion is timely and it is good that it had the word 

‘compel’ which has always been amending on other motions but will this help if it is not 

implemented. We day in day out talked about motions which are not being implemented, we 

have an implementation committee. We don’t know its work; we don’t know what they are 

doing. The other problem we have in this assembly is about the leadership of this house. Mr. 

Speaker, the leadership of this house is compromised and they are not ready to work with us. 

They are compromised that is why motion are not being implemented. That is why we are not 

getting responses on statements and Mr. Speaker, I think things have to change. And I think we 

have to use the necessary authorities now. If we will be sending statement, motions and they will 

not be implemented; I think we need to go to necessary authorities and air our grievances. Mr. 

Speaker, we are being sabotaged in this house. Thank Mr. Speaker 

Hon. Abdullahi (Bura Ward): Thank you Mr. Speaker sir, I stand to support the motion. Mr. 

Speaker, the shoe wearer knows where it Pinches. For those who have brothers, mothers disabled 

understand what disability means. As I stand my younger brother, the last born of my mother is 

disabled and I know what it means. Mr. Speaker, I congratulate Hon. Gedi beside being a special 

case but he really speaks for and I think God will reward him on that. Mr. Speaker, am also 

happy that this motion compels the county government to do the assessment. It does not cost 

anything for the county government of Garissa to the need assessment, so that we know the 

number of disable that we have. The category of disability we have and how we can plan to 

support the disable fraternity. Mr. Speaker, we have the Kazi Mashinani which is coming. It is 
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very necessary to stand up and speak loud, so that mother who are taking care of disables, 

brothers who are taking care of disables…... Some of the families don’t have somebody who is 

working for them.  

We have many of them, neighbors, relatives, we have many of them in this 

town who sit in the market begging and very few people even drop ten shillings to their plate 

 Mr. Speaker, I hope this motion is not one of those we shelve off. It is very 

necessary and it is very encouraging we are all Muslims, we are all human beings and understand 

what it means and we must stand to support. Come up with bills, motions that help the disable 

fraternity. Mr. Speaker, I support this motion and I wish the implementation committee… it was 

once under my committee and it was taken away. I don’t know where it landed but it is our role 

to follow up.  

There is nowhere the executive will come in if we don’t oversight their work.  They are ready it 

is only us who failed to do our responsibility of oversight. So we should not blame them.The 

committee of implementation and any other committee to follow up so that these motions are 

implemented government sector effective so that it works so that we are to improve the services 

from our view thank you Mr. Speaker and I rest my case. 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Ayan. 

Hon. Ayan: Thank you Mr. Speaker I stand to support the motion and I would just like to add 

because I realized most of my colleagues are concentrating on physical disability I wanted to 

bring to your attention that disability is a huge spectrum and we have mental disability and we 

have intellectual disability it is a lot and trust me we have a lot of those people in our county, I 

would like to just share a short story ,there is a day I travelled to bulla Iftin and we just packed 

outside a tree and we found this family that had kids and we started giving out sweets but I 

realized one of the kids was not reacting as a child we either supposed to talk to me or you take 

the sweet but this child was just standing  with no effort of doing anything and I was concerned I 

ask the dad what was going on with the boy and what he told me is what is going on in our 
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community he believes that the child was a case of witchcraft he actually told the mum of the son 

was supposed to be married to another guy  so that man  bewitched   the boy. So what am trying 

to say is we have a big a problem and we have to help our people we cannot help them without 

knowing how many we have out there, we have to go out and write them down with those few 

remarks or before I sit down I was not around when our new colleague was sworn in I would like 

to congratulate her and welcome her into the assembly thank you so much.  

Hon. Speaker: Hon Gedow if you will contribute for the last time and with the mood of the 

assembly. 

Hon. Gedi: Thank you Mr. Speaker and let me take this opportunity to thank Hon. Members. 

Mr. Speaker it’s not only confined to article 54 of the constitution Mr. Speaker but Mr.  Speaker 

I want draw to your attention to the article 27 of the constitution. Article 27 of the constitution 

talks about equality and freedom of explanation every person is equal before the law and has the 

right to equal protection and equal benefit of the law  

 Mr. Speaker this people are very competent in the society a midst of this people we got lawyers 

we have got doctors persons living with a disability. Mr. Speaker we have got different 

categories of professionals who can give professional services to the people of this county and I 

think we can only budget with figures its only figures which the county government can use 

budget to the best services which can be given to this people  

Mr. Speaker I think this will go a long way and it should be fact Mr. Speaker disability should be 

a flagship project for the governor of Garissa county, one of the flagship project Mr. Speaker 

why not disability that we want a society free of discrimination and society who can give equal 

opportunity to all.  

The county government of Garissa led by his Excellency Ali Bunow Korane he is willing to 

support Mr. Speaker now it is upon the gender and sports docket to pull up its socks, get out of 

the comfort and get us the data we require Mr. Speaker because next time  we don’t want to hear 

that we don’t know the number of disability and just coming month a whole team led by able 

chair Hon. Hussein and others me included  and not living behind our lady for gender we are 
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trying to move a team to represent Garissa and Isiolo counties we want also other Hon. Members 

to join us in hands and make this success. 

 Mr. Speaker I think we cannot enrich our talent we cannot enrich our culture while leaving 

behind this people, Mr. Speaker it is ample time this people should be seen as positive people 

within our society.  

Mr. Speaker I want again to thank the Hon. Members who have supported because I know we 

have got relevant …we have got different cadres of disability in Modogashe in Hullugho as far 

us this county belongs and in Garissa and everywhere and we cannot say disability belongs to 

that board Mr. Speaker,  if she is not your sister she is your daughter,  we need to have a sense of  

ownership as people representative we need to set a good precedence and good example and also 

role model for other people to emulate us. 

 Mr. Speaker I want to thank all honorable members who have contributed in one way or the 

other and for that information Mr. Speaker I want to thank the honorable speaker who has 

presided over the event today, because it was not by coincidence but you know in fact we are 

very much thankful and I wish this motion will have been stream live across the county. Mr. 

Speaker next time we want …information is a right to every citizen of this county, we don’t want 

to hold our session in private we want to invite the public and see how we are delivering and 

how we are discharging our duties as people representative in this house.  

We cannot just talk to ourselves every time Mr. Speaker we want that house, the public gallery 

was built for Garissa youth, for Garissa intellectuals we want …you know as writer for 

information we want our people to come forward and also want to thank the secretariat for 

putting the cameras on for the speaker so Mr. Speaker I want to thank the members and also this 

motion to be passed. Thank you very much  

Hon Hussein Dagane (Temporary speaker):  Thank you as well for the secretariat for the 

camera I think if you can zoom that will be even more prudent. Honorable I will not have any 

other option but to put the question depending on the mood of the house “’ acknowledging the 

provision of article 54(1) of the constitution of Kenya 2010 guarantees that any person with 
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disability is entitle to access educational institution and facilities that are integrated into society 

to the extent compatible with the interest of person and access material devices to overcome 

constrains arising from person disability. 

Noting that person living with disability are estimated to be about 10% of any given population 

and that the county government of Garissa has conducted and need assessment survey for 

persons living with disability in the county in order to establish a data bank for the categories of 

disability in terms of vision, mobility, speech, cognitive and auditory type since access to various 

health, educational psych social and livelihood services among the majority of persons living 

with disabilities was a major challenge in the county contrary to the UN convention on the right 

of persons with disabilities.  

Concerned that all to the lack of accurate data on persons living with disability that the 

government cannot plan properly for the category of people hence impending the gains of the 

person living with disabilities in the implementation of the constitution of Kenya 2010. 

Now therefore this motion compels the county government to profile and access the needs of the 

persons living with disability in the county in relation with access of education, health, 

livelihood, social development and empowerment in order to establish specific need for each 

category  

(Question put agreed on) 

Honorable Sanweine do you have something to say. Simply on which point of order are you 

willing to arrive  

Hon Fatuma Sanweine: Mr. Speaker I am standing order 40(1) I have general statement to 

make. Mr. Speaker on 23rd may 2018 I requested a statement from department of finance on the 

expenditure of 100million the emergency fund. Mr. Speaker one and half months down the line I 

heard again to stand on a general statement and request for the same statement. On 2nd of July 

Mr. Speaker a reminder was sent to the department of finance and on 31st of July three weeks 

down the line the chair finance has to send another reminder for them to report before 2nd 
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August. Mr. Speaker one week down the line again on 8th of August another reminder to appear 

before the committee on 10th of August was sent. Mr. Speaker two weeks down the line again 

that is 13th of August the department requested for postponement of coming and appearing 

before the committee saying that they are busy, they are in Nairobi, they are doing this and that. 

And Mr. Speaker the finance committee sent a letter requesting them to appear before the 

committee on the 3rd of September 

Mr. speaker upto today that department has not appeared before the committee that committee 

has not sent any response from my statement Mr. Speaker from May its i think 5 months down 

the line now we cannot get from that department Mr. Speaker as i mentioned before Mr. Speaker 

we are being sabotaged in this assembly some few leadership members and the few chairs of the 

committees are compromised Mr. Speaker and that is why Mr. Speaker even the report on health 

has been shelved Mr. Speaker we feel that now we cannot work with the departments because of 

some few people in the assembly i think we have to go to relevant authorities and report 

whatever is happening in this assembly Mr. Speaker we are going to report this matter to the 

DCIO and invite the CEC on this matter , Thank you. 

Hon. Fatuma Khalif: Thank you Mr. Speaker it is very sad what Fatuma Sanweyne is reporting 

this honorable house ,Mr. Speaker we cannot continue just watching ,members are being 

frustrated Mr. Speaker apart from saying that Mr. Speaker a lot of things are happening Mr. 

Speaker,  one think that we have seen Mr. Speaker here as honorable members we have failed to 

or work as oversight and we have members who are information peddlers,  who are showing 

themselves they are good to the government we are not here condemning the government we 

have a governor Mr. Speaker who is visionary but there are people who are failing him ,  we are 

not here to condone such an issues  

Mr. Speaker as  special elected members Mr. Speaker there is a circular which was on the 

speakers desk chair of the board  since June Mr. Speaker and we don’t know our fate Mr. 

Speaker we have two honorable members taken there to know our welfare, Mr. Speaker we don’t 

know what they are doing our welfare are not catered for like any other members in other 

counties we don’t go where other members are going people have gone to Kakamega to present 
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their whatever then they went for CASA but we are here ,  just frustrated ,if the  board which is 

there is not catering the welfare of members or staff Mr. Speaker why should we have a board 

 Mr. Speaker  from this minute  we want to get a feedback soonest possible Mr. Speaker the 

board are not here but we are here representing the chair you are now the speaker in the house in 

session Mr. Speaker we  want to know our fate we don’t want to be told next month and then we 

are heading another month we want something which has a time frame so that we are able to 

know when we are going to get the two employees and the offices the other issue when it comes 

to welfare Mr. Speaker as women caucus we don’t have an office ,  the office which was given is 

not furnished and they are  expected  to go to that office and sit on the floor,   we are cautioning 

the leaders of this house Mr. Speaker we have leaders in this house who are  just watching 

members suffering in their hands we are not going to stand on this Mr. Speaker sir ,  you are the 

chair on the sit Mr. Speaker we want this issue and we are on Hansard we want our issue taken 

where it is supposed to be taken and so that that we get a time frame when we are going to get 

the employees and the offices  I rest my case on your desk 

Hon. Yusuf Omar: Mr. Speaker I want to echo the sentiment raised by honorable members hon. 

Member Sanweine and… Mr. Speaker the information raised by the members who preceded me 

is something which was in my heart for quite some time Mr. Speaker the sentiment raised today 

is getting to us when the house is almost empty it would have been good this information is 

conveyed when the house is full to its brink there are many things which are happening in this 

assembly for the welfare of Garissa county Mr. Speaker we know here we passed the budget 

fiscal strategy paper but it was not reflecting… A case in point is the department of education we 

passed a budget of 60M for the department of education Mr. Speaker that has been slashed 

I can confirm beyond reasonable doubt the department I chair Agriculture and livestock the 

budget was slashed from 60 Million to 20 million that is something I can prove in this house.  

Mr. Speaker this needs to be tackled seriously and this assembly looks like its losing direction 

and therefore we need clear guideline on this issues from the leadership of this house. Thank 

you. 
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Hon Hussein (Temporary Speaker): Honorable members I think that one is very serious, 

before I rule I will give to Honorable   Fatuma Shide.  

Honorable Fatuma Shide:  Thank you Mr. Speaker I just want to raise some information on the 

point of Honorable Fatuma Khalif that to the employees and the office it is very necessary, it is 

something that is compulsory and we must get, I was in the meeting last Thursday out of 47 

counties and the 37 has their office and two staff employee, Mr. Speaker am confirming to this 

house that we have the secular and should be implemented the way it is. Thank you  

Hon Hussein (Temporary Speaker):  Honorable members I think we have two case scenario 

here one being finance department and other is welfare of the members for the special elected. 

Honorable members to start with the finance department I think now it is has been five month 

given there was reminder coming from the Assembly to the finance department and nothing is 

coming out from it.  

Article 195 of the constitution if the members raised a statement through the chair of the 

committee and the chair write to the department or any other committee and the committee keep 

on saying is the extension of the house  empowered by the article 195 of the constitution compel 

the production of document and the first witness to take oath and confirmation I think  the same 

committee vetted the head of the department or maybe the chief officer or any who deny this or 

maybe we don’t know there was force behind this or maybe we don’t know the power the 

committee has in the  constitution of Kenya 2010 and  I ask honorable members if there is any 

chair or vice chair or finance committee present. 

 I tasked you as designated member as clear on standing order on the absent of the chair or vice 

chair there shall be designated member of the committee and if I  order the committee of finance 

to bring the report and the head of department and I ask the member  designated on finance 

committee that if there shall no other report or any other information from the finance 

department through committee on Tuesday next week then there would be need of crisis meeting 

committee of the off  house or maybe it of the chambers if the finance committee cannot give us 

accurate information  by Tuesday next week and I think that is order and we need to know the 

seriousness of this matter moving swiftly  to the one of welfare and 100% members are in 
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agreement of the special welfare of the member and as house of procedure, rule and we need to 

respect the  law of this country and that law that gives the members special treatment and on this 

I can asked the special member we he had our meeting last week Tuesday morning together with 

the leadership of this house and we are aggressive and will start with the committee of finance 

and we are going to be serious  this time.  

There being no other business the house stands adjourned to tomorrow morning 9am.  

 

 

 


